Due 08.00 Teisipäeval 5 Aprill 2016

Please upload your writeup and example programs as one compressed folder. You need not use an online judge for your example programs, though do make sure you explain how they work and write them as clearly as possible. Optimize your 6 hour time limit - choose your problems to give you as much of an introduction to the areas that are discussed.

**Exercise 1**
Read chapter 6 and attempt problems. Review previous problems.

**Exercise 2**
Read a paper that uses relevant techniques to the ones you have used and be ready to summarize it or provide a summary of ACM ICPC training.

**Exercise 3**
Check ACM ICPC regulations, in particular on programming environments. Collect possible reasonable suggestions you think would be worth suggesting.

**Exercise 4**
How long did this take you? Stop when get to 6 hours.